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Correlation and Entanglement ofCorrelation and Entanglement of
Multipartite States, and ApplicationMultipartite States, and Application

to Atomic Clocksto Atomic Clocks
Y. B. Band and I. Osherov

Ben-Gurion UniversityBen-Gurion University
We derive a classification and a measure of classical- and quantum-correlation of
multipartite qubit, qutrit, ..., and, in general, n-level systems, in terms of SU(n)
representations of density matrices.  We relate these to entanglement.

The characterization of correlation is developed in terms of the number
of nonzero singular values of the correlation matrices that parameterize the density
matrix.

The characterization of entanglement includes additional invariant parameters of ρ.

We apply the formalism to calculate atomic clock collisional shifts.
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• Quantum	  entanglement	  is	  an	  information
resource;	  it	  plays	  an	  important	  role	  in	  many
protocols	  for	  quantum-‐information	  processing,
including	  quantum	  computation,	  quantum
cryptography,	  teleportation,	  super-‐dense
coding,	  and	  quantum	  error	  correction
protocols.

• Techniques	  for	  better	  characterizing
entanglement	  and	  correlation	  of	  mixed
quantum	  states	  can	  enable	  advances	  in
quantum	  information,	  decoherence	  studies,
and	  even	  atomic	  clocks.

For two uncorrelated qubits (i.e. two-level systems), call
them A and B, we can write the density  matrix as,

where the individual qubit density matrices can be
written as

where J = A,B, the σJ are Pauli matrices for particle J
and the Bloch vectors are

nJ = ! J " Tr[# ! J ]

Bipartite Bipartite qubit qubit (2-level) system(2-level) system

!J =
1
2
(1+ nJ • " J )

!AB = !A!B (= !A " !B )

nA nB• nA and nB completely specify uncorrelated qubit states
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For two correlated qubits,

where the correlation matrix CAB specifies correlations,

Correlated Correlated qubitsqubits

3×3 matrix CAB  – 9 real elements

The density matrix ρAB is a 4×4 Hermitian matrix
with trace unity, so 15 parameters are required
to parameterize it.

 3 components of nA, 3 components of nB, and 9
components Cij of the 3×3 matrix C for a total of
15 parameters.
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Bipartite Bipartite qutrit qutrit systemsystem
Similarly for a bipartite qutrit system. The 3×3 density

matrix of a single qutrit can be written as

where the λi are the eight traceless 3×3 Hermitian
Gellman matrices familiar from SU(3), and

! =
1
3
(1+ 3

2
"i "i )

A bipartite qutrit density matrix can be written as

8×8 matrix CAB

Bipartite Bipartite qubit-qutrit qubit-qutrit systemsystem
A general qubit-qutrit (6×6) density matrix takes the form

Similarly, bipartite n-level systems can be described
in terms of SU(n) generators.

3×8 matrix CAB
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Bipartite correlation measureBipartite correlation measure
Our bipartite correlation measure for an n-level by m-level system is
based on the (n2-1)×(m2-1) correlation matrix C:

•  If C is a normal matrix, Tr[CCT] equals to the sum of the squares of
its eigenvalues, but C need not be normal.  Need SVD in general!
•  EC is basis-independent; any rotation in Hilbert space leaves it
unchanged.
•  Normalization factor is such that max(EC)=1.
• EC measures both classical and quantum-correlation.  First suggested
by Schlienz and Mahler, PRA52, 4396 (1995) for pure states.

Werner's definition of separable andWerner's definition of separable and
entangled mixed statesentangled mixed states

• Werner defined a mixed state of an N-partite system as separable,
i.e., classically-correlated, if it can be written as a convex sum,

Here       is a valid density matrix of subsystem A, etc.!k
A

•  Otherwise, Werner defined it to be an entangled mixed state,
i.e., a quantum-correlated mixed state.
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• Unfortunately,	  this	  definition	  of	  entanglement
for	  mixed	  states	  is	  not	  constructive—	  in
general,	  it	  cannot	  be	  used	  to	  decide	  whether	  a
given	  density	  matrix	  is	  separable	  or	  entangled.

• A	  quantitative	  measure	  of	  entanglement	  of
mixed	  states	  of	  multi-‐partite	  systems	  has
proven	  to	  be	  difficult	  to	  devise.

Entanglement of Mixed States (cont.)Entanglement of Mixed States (cont.)

•	  	  We	  use	  the	  singular	  values	  of	  C	  (we’ll	  call	  them
d)	  to	  characterize	  correlation	  (and	  entanglement,
but	  its	  not	  enough	  for	  entanglement).

SVD of matrices and tensorsSVD of matrices and tensors

For higher rank tensors, generalizations exist.  E.g.,

Consider any matrix a [which may or may not be normal (a†a = aa†)]

u and v unitary, d = SVs
If a is normal, u = v 
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Given an arbitrary state, how do we know if its
separable or entangled?
P-H criterion: we know the answer for two qubits
(2x2) and qubit-qutrit (2x3) systems!

Asher Peres (1934-2005)

Peres-Horodecki entanglement criterion

Separable if partial transposition of ρ has
only non-negative eigenvalues

ρij, kl ⇒ ρil, kj i j !ij ,kl k l

Correlated states classificationCorrelated states classification
The correlation matrix C completely quantifies the correlation
and the entanglement of bipartite qubit states

Categories can be experimentally distinguished by measuring nA, nB and
doing Bell measurements for C.
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Example:

!CC1 = 1
4
([1A-tanh(2") # z,A ][1B-tanh(2") # z,B ]

+sech(2")(# x,A# x,B -# y,A# y,B )+sech
2(2") # z,A# z,B )

Classically correlated Classically correlated qubitsqubits

3 nonzero SVs for θ≠0
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where

EC(p,θ) for a general Werner density matrix PH criterion limit
pc= [1+2sech(2θ)]−1

Generalized Werner state:

C has 3 NSVs:

PH criterion is p [1+2sech(2θ)] > 1 (for θ =0, p > 1/3) 

PH Condition written in termsPH Condition written in terms
of invariant parameters of of invariant parameters of ρρ

 

PH equivalent to the statement: the largest root of the quadratic equation
(x + ! / 2)2 + !(x + ! / 2) + nA inB = 0

is greater than unity.  We still need a physical interpretation!
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Tripartite Tripartite qubit qubit systemsystem
A general three-qubit density matrix can be written as

where CAB, CAC, and CBC are the bipartite correlation matrices and the
tensor that specifies the tripartite correlations is

Tripartite Tripartite qutrit qutrit systemsystem
A tripartite qutrit state can be similarly parameterized:

where
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Tripartite correlation measureTripartite correlation measure
Tripartite correlation measure ED is based on the correlation matrix D

K = 1/4 for qubits, and K = 27/160 for qutrits with σ replaced by λ.

ED is non-negative; any rotation in Hilbert space leaves it unchanged.

A tripartite system may have bipartite- as well as tripartite-
correlation. The bipartite correlation of a tripartite system
is the sum of the correlation for the three bipartite pairs,

bipartite tripartite

Tripartite Tripartite qutrit qutrit statestate  correlationcorrelation
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ApplicationApplication:: Calculate  Calculate collisionalcollisional
shift in atomic clocksshift in atomic clocks

The most accurate configuration for atomic clocks may be:
•  Atoms trapped in a deep magic-wavelength optical potential(lattice).
•  Fermionic atoms look very promising – “no” collisional shift for
spin-polarized atoms.  But since atoms occupy different trap states, and
Rabi frequency depends on the trap state, a collisional shift does in fact
occur.
•  For bosonic atoms with unit filling of an optical lattice, linewidth can
be extremely narrow, but hopping of an atom into an adjacent filled site
can introduce collisional shifts, even if the filling factor is unity.

H. Katori demonstrated a far-detuned deep “magic wavelength”
optical lattice to confine neutral atoms (Ye, Vernooy, Kimble)
M. Takamoto, F.-L. Hong, R. Higashi, and H. Katori, , Nature 435, 321 (2005).

•  Load 3D optical lattice created by far-detuned light w. low filling.
Atoms individually occupy lattice sites (preferably in ground
motional state).      V(x) = |Ω(x)|2/(4Δ)  where Ω(x) = 2µ•E(x)/
               e.g., 1D optical potential V(x)

• Lamb-Dicke regime – deep lattice.  Atoms stay in the same trap-
state even after absorbing a photon, hence there is no Doppler shift.

• Light-shift difference can be cancelled by properly choosing
frequency (magic wavelength) of lattice light.

•The number of 3D optical lattice sites occupied may be > 106.

Neutral atoms in an optical latticeNeutral atoms in an optical lattice

x
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Neutral atoms in an optical lattice (cont)Neutral atoms in an optical lattice (cont)

Simplified optical coupling scheme for 87Sr.

3D lattice – low filling
Lamb-Dicke regime

Δα(ω,e) = 0

la
tti

ce

detect

clo
cklattice

Fermion Fermion filled optical latticefilled optical lattice
• For T = 0, fermionic atoms fill bands up to the Fermi energy
• IF only one spin component is present then –
     atoms fill the Fermi sea – Pauli exclusion principle
• If atoms are in the same internal state  – no atom-atom interaction
  – s-wave excluded, p-wave frozen out
•  For filled lattice or well, s-wave collisions do occur [Ω(nx,ny,nz)]
•  δν/ν0 ~ 10-16 obtained for 87Sr atom clocks

Boson filled optical latticeBoson filled optical lattice
• Δν can be made extremely small of I = 0 isotopes
• For T = 0, only lowest state of lowest state filled
• If more than one atom is present per site –
     large collisional clock frequency shift of occurs.
• Low filling and small Jhop will reduce but not eliminate
     the collisional shift problem.
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8787SrSr in an optical lattice in an optical lattice

1S0

3P1

1P1

689 nm
(7.4 kHz)

461nm
(32 MHz) 3P0

698 nm
Δν ∼1 mHz

~ 1 mHz ~10-1887Sr 1S0-3P0

δν/ν0 at 1sΔν
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#" 111
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Collisional Collisional clock shiftclock shift
For identical bosonic or fermionic atomic systems near
degeneracy, the density matrix characterizing the system must be
properly symmetrized by applying symmetrization (S) or
antisymmetrization (A) operators.  For two identical colliding
atoms, their density matrix is of the form:

The density matrix for the internal degrees of freedom are:
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Fermionic collisional Fermionic collisional clock shiftclock shift

Collisional Collisional clock shift (cont.)clock shift (cont.)
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Sr collisional Sr collisional clock shift experimentclock shift experiment
G. K. Campbell, et al. Science 324, 360 (09)

8787SrSr  collisional collisional frequency shift calculationsfrequency shift calculations

Population inversion vs time
Rabi frequency depends on the
motional state.  This results in
the amplitude of the Rabi
oscillations to decease with time.

Average correlation function for
thermal gas (heavy curves) and
degenerate gas (dashed curves)
for 3 detunings.
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Frequency shift calculations (cont.)Frequency shift calculations (cont.)

Thank you for yourThank you for your
attention!attention!
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• Many quantum information protocols use bipartite
entanglement, but multipartite entanglement also
has quantum-information applications, e.g.,
controlled secure direct communication, quantum
error correction, controlled teleportation and secret
sharing.

• Multipartite entanglement offers a means of
enhancing interferometric precision beyond the
standard quantum limit and is therefore relevant to
increasing the precision of atomic clocks by
decreasing projection noise in spectroscopy.

• Here we use a representation of the density matrix for qubit,
qutrit, and more generally, n-level systems containing 2, 3, . . .
, and N-parts, in terms of the correlations between the
subsystems to quantify the classical and quantum correlation of
multipartite systems.

• Our classification of correlation is in terms of the correlation
matrix and its singular values, and incorporates the Werner
classification of entanglement of mixed states and the
associated Peres-Horodecki criterion.

• Separate measures of bipartite, tripartite, etc., correlation are
required, since general mixed states can have bipartite
correlation as well as higher subsystem-number-correlation.
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• We	  classify	  classically-‐correlated	  and	  quantum-‐
correlated	  mixed	  states,	  and	  provide	  a	  measure
of	  their	  correlation.

• We	  characterize	  the	  correlation	  in	  terms	  of	  the
correlation	  matrices	  C	  (defined	  below),	  the
number	  of	  its	  singular	  values	  and	  the	  Peres-‐
Horodecki	  criterion	  for	  entangled	  mixed	  states.

OutlineOutline

• Cij specifies the correlation between	  λA	  and	  λB.

• Here, ρAB is a 9×9 Hermitian matrix with trace
unity, so 80 parameters are required to
parameterize it.

• The same procedure can be used for bipartite 4-
level systems using the 15 traceless 4×4
Hermitian generator matrices for SU(4), and
bipartite n-level systems with the n2 － 1
traceless n×n Hermitian matrices.
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Neutral atoms in an optical lattice (cont)Neutral atoms in an optical lattice (cont)
M. Takamoto, F.-L. Hong, R. Higashi, and H. Katori,
“An optical lattice clock”, Nature 435, 321 (2005).

Optical Lattice potentialOptical Lattice potential

Width = 4Jhop
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Simplified optical coupling scheme for Simplified optical coupling scheme for 8888SrSr

3P0|F = 0,MF=0>

1S0|F = 0,MF=0>

3P1|F = 1,MF=0>

Nuclear spin, I = 0

Taichenachev, et al., PRL96, 083001 (06)


